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Motivated by the fast evolvement of blockchain technology, cloud-edge platforms, intelligent
transportation systems, smart grid, vehicular networks, location based services, and other IoT
applications have achieved significant breakthrough during recent years. Nowadays, blockchain based
researches and projects are super-hot topics and focuses for both research and industrial communities.
However, most of the current blockchain projects still suffer from insufficient security concerns. The
defects of the underlying protocol make the node communication vulnerable to be hijacked, and
further exacerbate the fork problem; smart contracts can hardly be fully tested before deployment
because of the evolving blockchain platforms, while the smart contracts updating is impossible (or
very complicated); current data privacy protection techniques are either inefficient or inaccurate;
sharing and cross-chain schemes brought new security problems together with its TPS promotion. The
intrinsic security vulnerabilities make the current blockchain based systems and architectures prone
to be assaulted, and further do harm to the confidence of the investment on the blockchain industrial.
Worse still, blockchain turns out to play a critical role in a lot of existing security solutions, which
would be useless if the blockchain is insecure.

A total of 9 manuscripts were selected based on a robust peer-reviewed process. The 9 articles
reflected state of the research developments and initiatives in the blockchain security.

The paper “FileWallet: A File Management System Based on IPFS and Hyperledger Fabric” by
Chen et al. [1] proposes a peer-to-peer file management system to serve as a personal wallet for storing
and sharing files in a secure manner.

In the paper “Unsupervised Binary Protocol Clustering Based on Maximum Sequential Patterns”,
Shi et al. [2] propose an unsupervised clustering algorithm based on maximum frequent sequences for
binary protocols, which can distinguish various unknown protocols to provide support for analyzing
unknown protocol formats.

In the paper ”Ripple+: An Improved Scheme of Ripple Consensus Protocol in Deployability,
Liveness and Timing Assumption”, Ma et al. [3] present Ripple+ to improve Ripple from three aspects:
(1) Ripple+ employs a specific trust model to make it easy to deploy; (2) the primary and view change
mechanism are joined to solve the liveness problem; (3) they improve details to make it suitable for
weak synchrony assumption.

In the paper “IDV: Internet Domain Name Verification Based on Blockchain”, Hu et al. [4] pro-
pose a new type of anonymous communication network, which adopts a software-defined architecture
to improve the programmability of the network, and adopts blockchain technology to solve the security
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problem of the control plane. While retaining the security of anonymous communication networks, the
programmability and reliability of anonymous communication networks are improved.

The fifth paper “A Deletable and Modifiable Blockchain Scheme Based on Record Verification
Trees and the Multisignature Mechanism” by Han et al. [5], presents a deletable and modifiable
blockchain scheme (DMBlockChain) based on record verification trees (RVTrees) and the multi-
signature scheme.

In the paper “An Adversarial Smart Contract Honeypot in Ethereum”, Han et al. [6] propose a
type of adversarial honeypot that hides the detectable features in terms of the code and behavior of
the original honeypot, which achieves a 100% ratio of bypassing the advanced detection technologies.

In the paper “Attribute-based Keyword Search over Encrypted Blockchains”, Yang et al. [7]
propose an attribute-based keyword search scheme on blockchain, which allows users to search
encrypted files over the blockchain based on their attributes. In addition, they build a file chain
structure to improve the efficiency of searching files with the same keyword.

Shen et al. [8], in their paper “Mining Bytecode Features of Smart Contracts to Detect Ponzi
Scheme on Blockchain” propose a detection model for detecting Ponzi schemes in smart contracts
using bytecode. Experimental results show that the proposed detection model can greatly improve the
accuracy of the detection of the Ponzi scheme contracts.

In the last paper “Stereo Matching Method Based on Space-Aware Network Model”, Bian et al. [9]
propose to use the space-aware network to calculate the matching cost and further improve the network
performance.
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